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Travelling Wave Profiles

Comparison between stochastic agent-based model and 
deterministic approximation.
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Experiments in which cells migrate and proliferate in order to 
invade empty space.
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Introduction

• Non-pharmaceutical interventions are 

important tools to tackle emergent epidemics.

• Effectiveness of social distancing strategies 

relies upon behaviour of individuals.

• Previous studies examined the interplay 

between risk perception, behaviour, and 

disease dynamics.
S. Funk, E. Gilad, C. Watkins, V. A. A. Jansen, “The spread of awareness and its impact on

epidemic outbreaks”, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 2009, 106, 6872–6877.
S. Funk, E. Gilad, V. Jansen, “Endemic disease, awareness, and local behavioural response”, Journal

of Theoretical Biology 2010, 264, 501–509



Exponential growth bias and control 
measures

“So last year 37,000 Americans died from the 
common Flu. It averages between 27,000 and 
70,000 per year. Nothing is shut down, life & the 
economy go on. At this moment there are 546 
confirmed cases of CoronaVirus [sic], with 22 
deaths. Think about that!”  - 

Donald Trump

09/03/2020



The Model
•Population of fixed size, N

•SIR dynamics for disease spread

� S – Susceptible

� I – Infectious

� R – Recovered

•Two subpopulations:

Trusting individuals Distrusting individuals
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Information spread dynamics

Trusting individuals update 
their information upon 
encountering someone 
with better (than level k) 
quality information

Trusting individuals 
improve information to 
level k upon 
encountering someone 
with better information 
quality, k-1.

Trusting 
individuals leave 
level k to level 
k+1 as 
information 
fades.

Trusting 
individuals arrive 
at level k from 
level k-1 as 
information fades.

Distrusting individuals 
update their information 
upon encountering 
someone with worse (than 
level k) quality information

Distrusting individuals 
degrade information to 
level k upon 
encountering someone 
with worse information 
quality, k-1.

Distrusting 
individuals 
depart level k to 
level k+1 as 
information 
fades.

Distrusting 
individuals arrive 
at level k from 
level k-1 as 
information fades.



Linking behavioural reactions 

and disease dynamics
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Results



Infected population curves

  d=0.1 ρ=0.8



Total Infections Peak 
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Timing of peak of 
infection

 



 

 



Assuming metastability at the phase transition,

 

  

 



 



Summary and future 
avenues



Summary
• We developed a model that merges disease and information spread in a 

heterogeneous population of trusting and distrusting individuals.

• The surge in awareness reduces the peak of infection and lead to a larger 
population that remains uninfected by the end of the outbreak.

• We also observed a phase transition between mitigation and suppression 
regimes.

• Theoretical estimate for the phase transition in the fast information spread 
regime.

• There is a maximum proportion of distrusting individuals for which 
suppression of the outbreak is achievable.



• Different models of how information impacts on 
transmissibility.

• Different models of information spread.

• Development of the model on graphs and networks to 
account for spatial structure.

Where next?


